MERIDIAN STREETSCAPE PROJECT ONLINE
SURVEY SUMMARY – MARCH 2022
Introduction
The City of Puyallup began the Meridian Streetscape Project (Project) in 2021 to identify and prioritize
potential strategic investments for streets and infrastructure in Downtown Puyallup and along Meridian
from 5th Ave N to SR512 that also align with the City’s Downtown Neighborhood Plan. Potential projects
could include those that enhance the character, aesthetic, and functionality of streets in Downtown
Puyallup and along the Meridian corridor. In addition to meeting with stakeholders and holding two
public meetings, an online map-based survey invited community members to provide input about their
experiences, concerns, and priorities in the project study area. This memorandum provides a summary of
online survey responses.
The survey was organized around the following 9 categories:










Getting to and around Downtown
Important Downtown Locations
Parking Downtown
Downtown Experience
Downtown Identity
Improving Downtown for People Walking
Improving Downtown for People Driving
Improving Downtown for People Biking
Improving Downtown for People Taking Transit

The survey input received will help shape and prioritize infrastructure and streetscape improvement
recommendations.

Questionnaire Methodology
The online survey was accessible from January 24 to February 21, 2022. It included 53 questions related
to Meridian and Downtown Puyallup and six questions related to respondent demographics. Seventeen
of the 53 questions were map-based and asked respondents to place pins on the map to indicate places
they visited, routes they used, and where improvements were needed. A link to the questionnaire was
posted on the City’s website and distributed via email, social media, and other outreach methods.
Additionally, paper copies of the survey were distributed at the Public Library and the Senior Activity
Center. While survey results should not be interpreted as statistically representative, the results help
identify common and shared goals, concerns, and priorities.
A total of 954 respondents clicked into the survey and answered at least one question, with 219
respondents completing the survey. Five additional surveys were collected from the library and Senior
Activity Center and added to the data set. Several questions allowed respondents to write in responses
which are attached in Appendix A (note: many responses are associated with specific locations on a map,

however, for simplicity in summarizing feedback the mapped location is not noted in the attached
appendix). Demographics collected as part of the survey are summarized on page 15.

Key Takeaways
The Meridian Streetscape Project survey provided some clear insights on potential projects and
recommendations.

















Respondents greatly appreciate Pioneer Park as a public amenity.
There is interest in improving safety and visibility at intersections and crosswalks around
Pioneer Park for both pedestrians and drivers. This is especially the case on Meridian and E
Pioneer.
Respondents noted the need to remove obstructions along sidewalks and at intersections to
improve access for people walking and using mobility devices.
Increasing lighting, specifically on N Meridian between Stewart and 5 th Ave N, emerged as
another key pedestrian improvement.
Added seating was the most requested furnishing in the Downtown core.
Respondents were interested in consistent streetscape elements to improve Downtown
Puyallup’s brand and identity, with some comments suggesting the aesthetic language should
be more historic, while others suggest a more modern approach.
Improving traffic flow on Meridian and reducing congestion after trains was a primary
concern for drivers.
People repeatedly pinned Spark Stadium in response to questions about Downtown (e.g.
“Use the button below to indicate where you think the gathering places in and near
Downtown and along Meridian are located,” “When you visit Downtown, where do you go
and why?”). This may indicate that people perceive the stadium as a part of Downtown.
The Downtown core is not currently bike friendly, lacking dedicated places for people biking,
but could be improved with connections to existing trails, and adding bike lanes and bike
racks.
Community feedback supports the City moving forward with the 5 th St SW/NW and 4th St NW
bicycle lane project, identified as a near term project in the City’s Active Transportation Plan,
to improve connections between the Riverwalk Trail and Downtown.
Many respondents suggested that homelessness and public drug use should be addressed as
a part of future Downtown investments.
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Key Locations
Participants were asked to place pins on the map to indicate where they live, work, and go to school as
well as to show places in the project area that were important to them. When identifying important
locations, respondents were able to select from a list of reasons they visit those locations or write in their
own descriptor. 1070 pins were placed identifying important places in Downtown Puyallup, with many
respondents noting Pioneer Park, the Library, the Post Office, and the Farmer’s Market as key
destinations, in addition to visiting Downtown businesses for meals, services and shopping.




Most respondents lived outside of the Downtown core project area but within the City of
Puyallup.
Pioneer Park is a highly appreciated and utilized public amenity.
Respondents frequent a wide range of Downtown businesses.

Figure 1: Where responde nts live
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Figure 2: Where responde nts work

Figure 3: Important Locations

(for location descriptions see table 2, Appendix A,
pages 1-6)
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Figure 4: W ord cloud of write in
responses describing important
locations and activities within the
project area

Getting to and Around
Downtown

Figure 5: Major Downtown Access Points

In this section, respondents were asked
questions about how they get to and around
Downtown, including their primary mode of
travel, their ability to find what they’re looking
for once they arrive Downtown, their
experience finding parking, and whether they
stop at other locations in Downtown on their
way to and from the Sounder Station.
When asked to place pins on a map to indicate
major downtown access points, people chose
many different locations along consistent
corridors, indicating there is not a consistent
sense of what Downtown encompasses, but
there are key routes of travel people use to get
Downtown. The corridors are the city’s arterial
streets, which aligns with feedback that most
people get Downtown by car. Overall, 200 pins
were placed on this map.







Streets that were frequently identified
as access points were: N and S
Meridian, 7th Ave SW, E and W Pioneer,
W Stewart, Fairview Dr., and E Main.
Most respondents get Downtown by car
Slightly more than half of respondents
who ride the train sometimes or
always visit other Downtown locations
on their way to or from the Sounder
Station
Most respondents are able to find
what they’re looking for when visiting
Downtown

Figure 6: How do you typically get
Downtown?
72% by car
16% I'm always
here- I live here
8% by foot
3% by bike
<1% by bus
<1% by train
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Figure 7: If you typically get Downtown
using the train, do you also stop at
ot her Downtown locat ions?
46% No, I just pass
through Downtown
on my way to or
from the train

41% I sometimes
visit other
Downtown locations
on my way to or
from the train
13% I always visit
other Downtown
locations on my way
to or from the train

Figure 9: Once you're Downtown how
easy is it to find what you're looking
for?
74% I know where
I need to go and
where to find
things

18% I wish there
were better
signage to
Downtown
destinations
4% When I'm
walking, I often
have to ask for
directions or look
on my phone to
find something
4% Other

(for “Other” see table 1, Appendix A, page 1)
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Figure 8: If you drive, what is it like to
find parking?

55% I can almost
always find a place
to park Downtown
37% I often have a
tough time finding
parking
5% I am unsure
where public
parking is located
3% I never come
Downtown because
I can't find parking

Downtown Experience + Identity

Figure 10: Downtown gathering places

Respondents were asked about their experience
Downtown and about opportunities to improve
Downtown Puyallup’s brand and identity.
When asked where they like to gather, many
respondents chose places within Pioneer Park or
adjoining properties including the Public Library and
Kiwanis Kids Spray Park. When asked why they enjoyed
gathering in this location, responses frequently
included: “has places to sit,” “it feels safe” and “close to
places I visit.” Write in comments included “it’s a great
park” and “Lots to look at and walk through.”
Other places where respondents indicated they like to
gather include Sparks Stadium Field and local business,
especially within a block of Meridian between 4 th Ave
and Stewart.
In the write in responses, many people identified
homelessness in the Downtown core as a primary
concern for Downtown Puyallup’s brand and identity.
(see tables 5 and 6, Appendix A, pages 7-10). Other key
takeaways:





Seating emerged as the primary street
furnishing needed Downtown.
Using consistent streetscape elements was the
preferred approach to improving Downtown
Puyallup’s brand and identity.
Pioneer Park emerged again as a key gathering
place and valuable public amenity.

Figure 12: Word cloud of write-in responses
for brand and identity opportunities

Figure 11: Street Furnishings needed
Downtown
Bike racks
Seating provided by
businesses
Parklets
Seating
Other
0
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(for “Other” responses, see table 5, Appendix
A, pages 7-8)
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200

Figure 13: Improvements to support Downtown Puyallup’s brand and identity

Improve Downtown's alleys for both access and businesses
Expand the City's street art program in Downtown
Increase native landscaping that reflects the area’s
ecosystem
Use consistent streetscape elements, such as trashcans,
benches, bike racks and lighting that all have the same look
and feel
Create a consistent branding and directional signage plan

Other
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(for “Other” responses see table 6, Appendix A, pages 8-10)

Walking in Downtown Puyallup and the Meridian Corridor
Respondents were asked several questions about navigating Downtown as pedestrians. They were asked
to place pins on a map to identify which issues or challenges existed for pedestrians at specific locations.
Once the pin was placed, they were able to chose from a list of potential improvements or write in their
own. 35 pins were dropped. The map below incorporates a heat map of where walkers face issues, with
icons to indicate some of the issues respondents identified. The second map shows walking routes
through the Downtown core. Respondants were also asked to answer multiple choice questions about
issues facing pedestrians in Downtown Puyallup.
Within the project area, multiple respondent’s identified challenges on W Pioneer at 2 nd St SW and 3rd St
SW, along S Meridian between Meeker and Main and along N Meridian and 5 th Ave NE. On W Pioneer, the
primary concern was around street crossings, including traffic speed and poor visibility for drivers,
creating a potentially dangerous situation for pedestrians. Along S Meridian, the concern was overly
narrow or crowded sidewalks limiting mobility for pedestrians. Along N Meridian and 5 th Ave NE,
respondents identified a lack of lighting.




In addition to Meridian, responses indicate that 2nd St SW, Pioneer, 7th Ave S, and 5th St SW are
key pedestrian corridors.
Additional lighting, especially on North Meridian around Grayland Park, could improve the
pedestrian experience.
People report difficulty crossing the street near Pioneer Park, suggesting an opportunity for
better traffic controls on W Pioneer and S Meridian.
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In write in comments, many people addressed concerns about homelessness in the Downtown
core.

Figure 14: Walking improvements

Figure 15: Walking routes

Walking Improvements Map Legend:
Hard to see traffic
No crossing signal
Uneven pavement or other safety issues
Poor lighting or visibility
Traffic is too fast
Top write in response:
Crossing signal change takes too long; no button to cross north/south
Sidewalks are too narrow/crowded
(for write in responses see table 7, Appendix A, pages 10- 11)
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Figure 16: There could be many ways to
make Downtown safer, easier, and more
enjoyable for people walking. Which of
t he following are t he most import ant t o
you?

Reduce wait times at
traffic signals to cross
the street

Figure 17: What feat ures would you like
to see to improve the walking
environment?

Signage and wayfinding
Lighting

Make existing crosswalks
safer

Public art

Improve visibility at
intersections and
crosswalks

Planting areas
Street trees

Add wider sidewalks
Benches

Make existing sidewalk
easier to walk by
removing obstructions

Other
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200

(for “Other” responses see Appendix A, Table 8,
pages 11-12)

Figure 18: Word cloud of write-in responses for issues and concerns for people walking
in Downtown Puyallup
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Driving in Downtown Puyallup and
the Meridian Corridor

Figure 19: Driving improvements

Respondents were asked to identify ways to make
Downtown safer and improve Downtown access for
people driving. 36 pins were dropped in response to
this question. Many respondents identified challenges
at the the intersections of N Meridian and Stewart,
Stewart and 2nd St NE, and at N Meridian and 5th Ave.
At the N Meridian and Stewart intersection,
comments centered on traffic problems, with a
suggestion to remove a bus stop and another to add a
right turn lane from Eastbound stewart to Meridian.
At the intersection of 2nd St NE and E Stewart,
comments centered around slow downs related to the
traffic light and conflicts with pedestrians. The
comments about N Meridian and 5th Ave also refer to
slow traffic and congestion. Many people also
commented on poor visibility at intersections around
Pioneer Park, an issue which also came up when
respondents were asked about improvements for
pedestrians.


Traffic congestion and poor visibility at
intersections arose as key concerns for people
driving in the Downtown core.

Figure 20: There could be ways to ma ke
Downtown safer for people driving and
improve access to local destinations,
pa rticularly along Meridian. Indicate your
support for each idea. (Check all that apply)

Improve traffic flow after trains
pass through downtown

Driving Improvements Map Legend:

Provide directional signage to
reduce wrong-way drivers

Intersection/crosswalk is unsafe
Poor visibility at intersection
Traffic is too fast
Top write in response:

Improve intersections to increase
visibility
Provide street improvements to
slow vehicular traffic on Meridian

Poor traffic design creates bottleneck

Synchronize signals for improved
traffic flow

(for write in responses see Appendix A, table
9, pages 12-13)
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Biking in Downtown Puyallup and the Meridian Corridor
Respondents were asked to identify where they thought issues or challenges exist for people biking.
Respondents dropped 19 pins and no particular location or intersection emerged as a dominent concern,
however respondants noted a general lack of bike facilities, including bike lanes and bike racks, and
expressed an interest in creating connections to existing trails. Several people mentioned that Meridian is
not currently an ideal street to bike on due to high traffic and it being a relatively narrow road.



Downtown Puyallup currently lacks bike infrastructure.
Although respondents expressed hesitation to bike along Meridian, the bike routes map suggests
5th St SW may be a preferred north/south bike route adjacent to the Downtown core.

Figure 21: There could be many ways to make Downtown safer and more comfortable
for people biking. Which of the following are the most important to you?

Providing bike amenities such as bike racks
and storage lockers

Improve connections to existing regional
trails

Provide dedicated bike lanes through
Downtown
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20
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60
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Figure 22: Bicycle improvements

Figure 23: Bicycle routes

Bicycle Improvements Map Legend:
Enhance bike safety at intersections
Improve connections to existing bike facilities and trails
Provide bike racks

(for write in responses see Appendix A, table 10, pages 13)
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Taking Transit in Downtown
Puyallup and the Meridian
Corridor

Figure 24: Transit improvements

Respondents were asked to identify improvements
for people taking transit in Downtown Puyallup. This
section had the fewest map based responses with 9
pins dropped, four of which related to Sound Transit.
Respondents identified opportunities to improve the
Sound Transit Station by creating a way for people to
safley cross from one side to the other by installing a
pedestrian overpass and improving signage and
information about upcoming trains. Other comments
included requests for better lighting between the
train station and W Pioneer and improvements to
existing bus stops on S Meridian near WA-512.


Based on participant responses,
improvements to existing bus stops and the
Sound Transit Station emerged as priorities
for people taking transit.

Figure 25: Top transit improvements

Increase lighting, benches,
and shelters
Add bike racks and lockers
at stops
Provide better pedestrian
access to the train station
Add new transit stops
0

20 40 60 80 100 120

Transit Improvements Map Legend:
Add new bus stop
Improve existing bus stop
Top write in response:
Create a way to cross the tracks without
having to go to the end of the block eg. a
pedestrian overpass
Add signs indicating upcoming train
arrivals and tracks
(for write in responses see Appendix A, table
11, page 14)
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Demographics
The following questions were optional. Most respondents to the survey were people who either shop or
use services in the project area. Many of the respondents have either lived or worked in Downtown
Puyallup, although it should be noted that people have varying understandings of what constitutes
Downtown. Those surveyed were predominantly people aged 35-54 who identify as Caucasian/White and
female.
Figure 27: How long respondents have
worked in Downtown Puyallup

Figure 26: Relationship to Downtown
Puyallup
I pass through Downtown
Puyallup

Less than 1 year

I shop or use services in
Downtown Puyallup

1-5 years

I work in Downtown
Puyallup

5-10 years
More than 10
years

I live in Downtown Puyallup
0

50

100

150

Not Applicable

200

Figure 29: How long respondents have
lived in Downtown Puyallup

Figure 28: Age

Less than 1 year

18-24
25-34

1-5 years

35-44
5-10 years

45-54
55-64
65-74

More than 10
years

75+

Not Applicable

Figure 31: Ethnic or racial identity

Figure 30: Gender identity

American Indian or…

Male

Asian, Asian Indian, or…
Black or African American

Female

Hispanic or Latino/a
Non-binary

White/Caucasian
Prefer not to answer

Prefer not to answer

I prefer to self-identify
0

50

100

150

200
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APPENDIX A
Appendix A includes all write-in responses to the survey questions from the 954 responses. Note, many
write-in responses are associated with specific locations on a map, however, for simplicity in summarizing
feedback the mapped location is not included with write-in responses summarized below.

Getting to and Around Downtown
Table 1: Fill in the blank responses to “Once you're Downtown how easy is it to find what you're looking
for?”
All the street signs face traffic on Meridian but not pedestrians, so if I’m walking north on Meridian it’s hard to tell
what street to turn on until I’ve passed it
better signage would also help
homeless people milling about/sleeping on sidewalks have turned me away from downtown businesses before
I bike, and have a hard time with all the cars.
I don't know how to find what I am looking for
I know where major things are like the library and Pioneer Park, but I think signage could be beneficial for certain
community mainstays.
Lack of streetlights on main street for people walking to downtown
Map wouldn’t let me show, but we also use Shaw Rd to come downtown
Parking
Signage is efficient
There is no parking.
Traffic light at 5th st sw and 7th Ave sw. Is way to long to change to walk. Even when no cars are coming
would love to see more flowers.

Table 2: When you visit Downtown, where do you go and why?
Work
library
Occasional commute to work (husband)
US Mail services
Commute
Park, Library
Business
Business
Library, dog walking, meet up
Post office
Pharmacy
Pharmacy
Meeker Days
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Library
City business, meetings
Shop boutique shops
Pre school
Library
My main grocery store.
Kids love the park. Except when there are homeless people hanging out there.
Salon Ish
Haircuts
Outdoor & Indoor Events
Library Access
Coffee meetings
Banking
Pizza
Brewery
Post office needs
Train station
Fairgrounds
Pizza
Library
Doctor and Pharmacy
I work here- Veronica Victoria Photography
Read books to my son
Bike the wonderful nearby trails! :) And do the riverwalk, etc.
Mail service
Vie Athletics
Farmers Market
USPS
Library - I volunteer and am there weekly
We frequently walk the downtown area.
Another great walk
Public toilet (yay)! Picnic table
Picnic table, public restroom.
Library, park, city events, going to events at the fair.
Library
Going to the fair and attending events at the fair
Library
mail
car wash
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Library
Beer
Drinks with friends
post office
Library
Get Covid test kit and vote
Walk/exercise
Vehicles
exercise: I walk here when the fair is open (Spring & Fall)
to take train to Seattle
borrow books; take classes
PAC: lots of PAC activities/classes; meet political candidates
shopping when Farmers Market is open
mail a letter
bicycle repair & parts
service my vehicle
walk the Riverwalk Trail
Library
Farmer’s market
Fair
Farmer’s market
library- we use the library a lot
Running/exercise
Running/exercise
DONUTS!!!
The Fair
Post office
dental
Postal services
Train
WORK
Transit
library with kids
gym
lashes, facials
bank
walking the trial
School
Fair!!
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Police service
Tires
Ice cream
Auto
Farmer’s market
Take train to Seattle
Library
Bank and post office
Library
Library
Dentist
Donuts, kfc
Tire repair in
The fair, other events
Family
Dr
Orthodontist
Vehicle purchase, service
Massage
Library
postal needs, regularly multiple times a week
to support local shops selling a variety of items
local donuts
Antiquing
Transit to Seattle
School
Library and Pioneer Park with kids
Occasional date night and mom night out
Occasional date night and mom night out
Post office if necessary
banking
mail
Banking
Fair and events
Playground
Play
I take care of the Kiwanis Island.
Pharmacy
Mail
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Farmer’s Market & Concerts in the Park
Hair appointments, dinner out
Library, park
Healthcare
Train
Fair
Sending out mail for my small business
Library and park
Farmer’s market
Banking
Love Trove!!!
Love West Pioneer Grill
Softball practice
train
farmers market, music, sprinkler park, jungle gym library etc.
sell items on offer up
Keys made
Johnson Jewelry …. Good service and products
Going up to Seattle
Post Office, Library, Bank
Work this is one of many locations I work at.
USPS Post Office, Banking
Music
Books
Eating out
Honey
Events
Food, drinks
Medical care
Good beer
Library
Mailing items
My sister’s home.
The fair
Youth sports
Fairs, crafts
Special events
Dentist
Work
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Post office
Post office
Library
School and church
Pharmacy
Mail
My little cube
Farmer’s market
Mailing things
Froyo
The forum
Books
Farmer’s market
Mailing items
Post Office
Library
See the Outdoor Sculpture Gallery and gallery at the Activity Center
Work
Walk dog
Errands
bank
bank
Gym
Family shop
A few places
My friends and my self like to hangout down town
Farmer’s Market
Work
Library
Library
CaskCades which you don’t show on the map because you are out of touch with the community
I own a small business in Downtown
Farmer’s market
None really. Our downtown is old and tired. Really could use more than bad bars, with expensive not very good
food and antique stores.

Table 3: Tell us about parking Downtown. Use the pin as many times as you need to show where you like
to park.
I park here because…
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It's safe
Seeing the development of a future parking garage here I would support parking here. It is a middle ground
between3 access points being: downtown Puyallup access, overflow for accessing the fairgrounds as well as train
station parking.
For market days
Market days are hard to find parking
Market days are hard to find parking
official place to park for PAC
official place to park for library; often it is full or very full; if full I need to find parking elsewhere
train station because of easy access and free in the evenings
It has handicapped spaces
a lot of people struggle with parallel parking so spots are often open
I’m a bank customer
My work parking lot
Library parking lot is great.
It's where I live
It’s off the busy street
I know where parking is blocked during school hours and people assume it’s always blocked
Work here sometimes
Only on Saturdays for the market

Downtown Experience + Identity
Table 4: I like to gather here because…
But homeless make me not want to be there as much
It's a great park
nice atmosphere
Recreation/sports
It’s a park. Lots to look at and walk through, playground, etc
Of programming and activities. I love the farmer’s market and evening market
I love to brew my own beer here.
Farmers Market, public place
park playground and splash park

Table 5: Fill in the blank responses to “Which street furnishings do you think are needed Downtown and
along Meridian?”
Additional seating will only work if the homeless situation is taken care of. They can’t be sleeping everywhere.
Benches but with dividers on seats so homeless can’t sleep on them
Better street lighting, better covered walkways, less shady dark spots
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Consider closing a street and adding chairs around propane fire pits. Similar to what’s been done in Enumclaw.
coverings and garbage cans at bus stops
Cute Lighting like Sumner and...Hanging Flower baskets
Finish sidewalks everywhere downtown. While walk it is troublesome when you find a road with no sidewalks or
just 1 or 2 homes without sidewalks in front of them
Garbage and recycling cans
I like the idea of outdoor seating, weather permitting but I don’t really like sitting on the side of the street. Noisy
and disconcerting.
I think the "parklets" are ugly and detract from the city's landscape. They are cheap looking and look ramshackle.
I’d love to see more parklets and outdoor seating even post covid. It’s so fun to sit outside at a restaurant, watch
people walk by and gather that way! It feels more community friendly. Even in the winter, bundling up and having
coffee outside is great!
I'd like to see Meridian expanded to include a bike lane. I'd never bike down Meridian as it currently exists. People
always travel in excess of posted speed and cycling is not currently safe on Meridian. It had so much potential to
be safe. Bike lane up the hill to 23rd or so would help commuters in our neighborhood and my family would use it
Individual seating or divided seating to discourage laying/sleeping
Modern buildings
More green space, more bike lanes.
More lighting. Especially in alley ways for security.
More Trash Cans
No benches!! The junkie homeless just sleep on them.
None, the homeless sleep on the ones currently there
Opinion that park lets are terrible. I’d rather see seating provided on the sidewalk space. Parklets are too
disconnected from the business
Quaint lighting, foliage (planters, green space)
seating turns into sleeping spots which then are not very community friendly, until the streets are bike friendly, it
seems like putting up a lot of bike racks might be a little premature
The homeless issue must be addressed before adding benches or they will be filled with sleeping homeless.
well kept landscaping and pedestrian friendly corners
You need more seating at Pioneer Park

Table 6: Fill in the blank responses to “What improvements do you think would help support Downtown
Puyallup’s brand and identity?”
A parking garage would help
all of these things are lovely but also have potential to reduce visibility which decreases the feeling of safety and
also present obstacles for ADA and parents with strollers, etc.
Allow small businesses to have food trucks & sidewalk seating
Better ADA accessibility
Clean it up and refuse to let transients camp there and trash downtown!
Clean up garbage and stop loitering and vagrants
Clean up the homeless and drug problems
Clean up the homeless encampments/All the garbage
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Cleanup all the trash and homeless from the streets downtown
Consistent business decoration like all old/vintage
Continue art installations, children's art, re-landscape- look at uvillage, create plaza environments, more
lighting/ambience/decorative lighting.
Create a real PLACE, which is always defined as having more PEOPLE visible than CARS. :)
discourage napping on benches/sidewalks, well lit parking, well lit and utilized allies.
Enforce strict standards on property owners to maintain their building and area around them.
Focus on pedestrian and multi-model aspects and downplay automobile. Downtown is grossly over parked and
thus under utilized.
Get all of Puyallup’s traffic lights in sync to help alleviate backups
Get rid of the homeless
I appreciate the hanging baskets in spring/summer. II would like to see the American flags along the sides of the
streets during more of the year. Continue focusing on showing off daffodils as that is a Puyallup tradition.
I have heard from the business owner themselves of the city permitting process from Hell. Be business friendly
when new businesses are renovating - do not put them through endless red tape
I hope that Downtown Puyallup will keep its historic charm in choosing lighting and streetscape elements. This
should not be approached with modern design, but a historic Victorian design approach that represents our city
and heritage. Consider honoring the farms nearby. This opinion comes from someone who is in their mid 30's. It
is what drew me to this area.
I love the idea of native landscape-which I think would also be awesome to pay nod to the Native American
history of Puyallup and connect with younger generations. I’d love to see more art! Bring in some cool hipster
murals! We need character! Art in the alley ways I think would be so fun to weave and walk through!
I’d like to see more gift stores and clothing stores, right now it’s mostly restaurants and bars and coffee shops.
Learn from downtown Summer.
I’d recommend an online focus - a strong social media game will draw people to downtown if it is timely and
interesting. Engaging instas and tweets are fabulous. Businesses could cross promote to increase visibility. I love
here and am always looking to see what is going on. While most of us are now hybrid workers - we’re going
bonkers. Create content to get people engaged. A walking map, a walking challenge etc. I love the food truck
presence on Fridays. Signage and branding aren’t what get
Improve the cleanliness of the city and removing the needles in the park
Increase security
insure it is a safe place...and get rid of the homeless who take over the parks
keep Downtown feeling like a town. It feels like home, a community. The parks are clean and free of druggies and
homelessness. Please don’t turn it into a city
Keep the historic vibe, I love the history of downtown. Keep as many original buildings as possible
Less cheesy art choices
Maintenance
Make crossing Meridian near Pioneer Park safer and cautions for drivers actually visible
Modern buildings
More family friendly businesses and eateries, stop homeless.
More intense uses. More mixed use. People living in downtown will make it more alive.
More lighting and hanging flower baskets.
More pedestrian xing to slow traffic or roundabout. Outdoor dining looks messy on Meridian.
Move the homeless out
new Murals on sides of buildings
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only improve alleys if you can't do away with them
Parking
Parking (preserve existing parking-ie parklets taking up space), continue to put some resource into the roads and
sidewalks
Please incorporate more DAFFODILS!!!
Please just keep downtown clean.
Please remove covered wagon images downtown. Outdated, symbolizes colonialism and not inclusive of natural
history of which the river and mountain exudes.
Remove on street parking down Meeker and widen the sidewalks so it can have outdoor vendors in the summer
and easily shut down for events. Focus on making a single street an incredible pedestrian experience. Meridian
won't be that because of the traffic but still great for attracting business as people drive though - just less excited
to walk down.
Remove the homeless and all the trash they leave everywhere. Also repair the roads so they’re in good shape
instead of just fixing them one pothole at a time. I’d rather see what we have taken care of than adding more to
it.
Repair and make safer crossings across Meridian near Pioneer Park
Same design/look of trash cans, benches, lighting!!!! YES! And more flowers, not just south of the railroad tracks.
Puyallup businesses north of tracks even if on meridian, are left out like the ugly step child.
Street Lighting, moving Meridian to 5th street and making the entire downtown core and walking landscape
The area you are focusing on is to limited as the push for housing units that would grow downtown. Need to look
a bigger at a bigger
The parklets can go during non-summer months. They take up too much parking and are hardly used.
The ugly new welcome sign! And keep the homeless shelter far away from downtown please. Residents and
business have had enough of the issues it’s caused
There are too many bars and antique stores. Need to have a theme like Leavenworth or similar. Don't mean
Xmas but some kind of theme.
We already have daffodils on the street signage. We don't need any more expensive branding and things don't
have to look all the same. Plant more daffodils. Get rid of the park let's. They take up parking, they're unsafe and
not aesthetically pleasing.
We need more bike paths.
Would rather have homeless problem addressed. Does not matter how nice it is if you have homeless sleeping/
hanging out there. Making it feel unsafe to visitors

Walking in Downtown Puyallup and the Meridian Corridor
Table 7: When walking Downtown, what are issues or challenges that you experience that you would like
improved?
Walk signal takes awhile
Long traffic light. Wait too long of wait time to cross
No sidewalks. Very unsafe. Especially during my fair with people having to walk to fair parking lots.
No sidewalks
School zone
From Meeker elementary should have crossing lights
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If parking garage is installed here, a safe walking system should be integrated here to downtown as well as to the
fairgrounds.
Huge walking intersection here
Heavy walking intersection
Enhance walking district from here to train station.
There is no sidewalk along Fruitland! There is also no crossing light at the crosswalk to get to Fruitland
elementary, and people speed through the crosswalk while students are in it MANY times every day. It is very
dangerous. All of Fruitland Ave. needs a sidewalk so kids can walk to school safely.
would like this alley to have sidewalks, as another way to travel east/west
would like traffic to get a red light when people cross; traffic has hard time to see people from PAC side
bushes on library corner prevent cars/people from seeing each other
School zone, reckless drivers
Sidewalks too narrow, no pedestrian focus. Eliminate street parking, make pedestrian corridor.
Need a crosswalk by Chevron
Bad people removed from entrances of businesses and always asking for money
Walking from red lot to station doesn’t feel safe
Pedestrians need to be more visible to drivers. Not sure how this can be accomplished other than maybe driver
training. Not the city's fault!
Large planters block much of the sidewalk so people have to walk single file. Especially during high pedestrian
traffic times and people are walking both directions. It is hard to walk by with strollers or wheelchairs.
With parklet, sidewalk dining, and large planters it is very difficult to walk by wicked pie. We need enough space
to walk downtown through the business’s outdoor eating area.
Crossing signal has no button to cross north south and often takes a very long time to get across
The way the electrical box and crosswalk ramps are positioned create a tripping hazard
Tripping hazard with sidewalk ramp edges
There is a lot of activity and it is hard to cross the street
Cars don’t stop
Lengthen time to cross at stoplights

Table 8: What features would you like to see to improve the walking environment?
All of these ideas are already working just fine. Downtown needs to feel safe while people are walking, especially
with a large amount of homeless that use Downtown to get from point A to B. We need more street lights at
every corner. Street lights in the parking lots to feel safe for our community, business owners and their staff.
All the benches are occupied by homeless! I can’t sit at the park and enjoy my lunch anymore
Bike lanes for sounder access to south hill mall area
having groups of separate seats are better for sitting, and less likely to attract homeless to a 'bed' (if benches)
I don't walk around Puyallup, except in the park area.
I love the look of trees and the greenery, just don't want to obstruct signage of businesses and make it harder to
find what you're looking for. Also, our art choices could definitely use some modernization occasionally.
Issues with drug addicts loitering has made me hesitant to take my family to the library and park
It would be nice to have wider sidewalks with more seating and flowers and trees. Also, the street crossing at
lights should turn on automatically Keeping the homeless away from the downtown corridor
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Love to walk downtown from home. Just clean up along the sidewalks so one has full use from side to side. Get
businesses to rake and clean up their grassy areas and clean up around bushes.
make it difficult for homeless to use areas
Make more crosswalks similar to the one at city hall. Cars actually stop where there are lights flashing in the road.
Modern buildings
More play areas for kids and dogs
Move the homeless out
No more trees… mess up walking surfaces
No need to widen sidewalks as it’s already too tight to fit this many cars through the area
Only issue walking downtown is the violent homeless
People will walk more if they feel safer. Remove vagrants that are intoxicated or loitering. This is hurting business
owners. Many don't feel safe during early or evening hours.
Plantings often backfire, as they usually end up as non-places. They're great in theory. :) But public art gets
people to actually stop or slow down and take a look and enjoy!
Ramps, smooth pavement safe for mobility devices
Remove homeless bedding, trash, carts and the ability for them to loiter at all times and beg for our money
Safety walking where we are disturbed by the homeless.
Special or unique features, learning spot (bees, rain garden, Ezra meeker, Puyallup history), bike racks are very
much needed!!!
Take down some of the hideous art…like the giant heart
The pedestrian light at the intersection of 9th avenue and meridian takes forever when you're trying to cross the
street.
Try to keep obstructions like power poles and telephone poles from being in the sidewalk areas as they make it
difficult to pass other pedestrians who are in the sidewalk. An example would be on E Pioneer where the poles
are in the sidewalk and you must go in the road if other are walking/running there to pass by them.
Walkers can easily maneuver around town. Save your money on this project.
we have wonderful art, lighting is okay. Could use more readable signage.
We need more walking paths/biking paths that aren't affected by traffic.

Driving in Downtown Puyallup and the Meridian Corridor
Table 9: As you drive through Downtown and along Meridian, what areas do you think should be
improved?
Poor traffic design pattern creating bottleneck.
Poor traffic design area. Consider round about or enhance traffic flow.
Inability to get anywhere downtown in a timely manor
Traffic light is programmed weird, particularly if turning left off eastbound Stewart at 2nd street. Also tends to
have a lot of pedestrians crossing at this intersection.
Street light issues
Traffic light issues. Remove no left turn sign
Remove bus stop, bus station is only a block away. When buses stop in the evening 5ish it backs up traffic
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all of Meridian: synchronize lights to result in traffic flowing at a slower, but consistently moving, speed - would
be less frustrating for drivers & safer for pedestrians
PAC is built too close to roads
better signage to let people traveling 'straight north' know that they need to turn left or right at the next
intersection (and directions to get to downtown or to parking near downtown)
better signage, so traffic can get into the proper lanes before the intersection (especially when driving east)
Signals are already synchronized from River Road to 23rd, and flushes occur after trains. Creating better routes
around downtown is key to better and slower traffic on Meridian
Corner too small a radius by Taco Bell. You have to turn wide to not jump curb.
Too congested
Slow Meridian traffic is a must. Especially near Pioneer Park and city hall.
Some intersection have poor visibility due to parked cars and trees at intersections
This section should be 'one way', like the rest of Meridian.
The crosswalk isn't great going across 5th
traffic from valley through river road needs improvement. meridian down river road to papa murphys too
Create a right turn lane on eastbound Stewart to Meridian so that east bound traffic not turning can continue
during train traffic.
Enforce laws about blocking the intersection. Too often traffic heading south on Meridian block this intersection
so that traffic heading East or west on 5th cannot travel when they have a green light.
Traffic back up due to train
This is where it builds up to when there is a train
Get rid of restaurant seating on streets
Traffic jams with poor signal management

Biking in Downtown Puyallup and the Meridian Corridor
Table 10: When biking Downtown, what are issues or challenges that you experience that you would like
improved?
There's are very few bike racks, however we are grateful for these. Very few businesses have any bike racks
including Safeway, restaurants, schools district office
Students and parents accessing Fruitland elementary need a full sidewalk approaching the school (and on all of
Fruitland), for walking safety as well as biking.
a way to bicycle to downtown, but not through downtown (I tend to walk my bicycle when in the downtown core)
Entire corridor is not bike friendly, would take major reallocation of road section to make it friendlier
Bike lanes at least across the railroad crossings. We can’t start up after waiting and it slows traffic.
This is not important
Narrow roads, parked vehicles make biking unsafe. Bike lanes are necessary to improve safety. I wouldn't bike
Meridian right now. And I used to bike commute in Seattle daily.
Drivers in town are angry at cyclists. It’s a blood sport out here! Trail connection improvements are good and
providing better bike access to the station (I think ST had the station access grant - but I am not sure if it included
any bike specific items).
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Taking Transit in Downtown Puyallup and the Meridian Corridor
Table 11: [When taking transit, what] areas do you think need attention that you would like to see
improved?
Please add a direct or quicker route to Pierce college. It can take 50 minutes by bus but only 10 to drive
a way to cross the tracks without having to go beyond the platform to do it
signs that denote what track which train will be on & when it will arrive (5 minutes notice minimum)
Better signage for people to know which side of tracks are which busses. Pedestrian overpass over tracks would
be awesome.
Better lighting walking to station
Keep people from living at this stop. It keeps others from wanting to get on or off a bus here.
Signs for this parking lot in downtown, and lighting lots of lighting.
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